Basketball Wales U14 Boys - Season Review – Craig Hopkins
We have pulled our squad together from 10 teams across North/South Wales and England
(Please see squad list at the end of this report. Since taking over the head coach role in
November we have worked on the British Basketball Areas of Emphasis including Athletic
Development, Footwork and Movement for Basketball, ON-Ball Defence, Movement and
Footwork, Shooting, Passing and Receiving, Use of the Dribble, Offence (individual and
team) and OFF-Ball Defence (position, vision, tactics). These have been covered in the
monthly sessions with near enough full attendance by all the boys to every session. The
team mentality we have created is about working hard, being professional at all times and
looking to the small margins that will progress the players both on and off the court. This
included them having their own shooting diary they brought to all the sessions so we could
see if they were progressing (a great idea by Neil).
Recently we have competed in a tournament in Surrey where our Red team finished 2nd
losing out in the final to Sussex and our white team finishing 6th losing out in their play off.
Our team captain Rio Oakley won the MVP of the tournament award as voted for by other
the other coaches, feed back I received from the other coaches was that he had a great
attitude on both offence and defence with his ability to play both inside as a big and outside
as a guard. It was important for us to take two teams so that all the boys had the chance to
play and see what a competition would be like, additionally this served as a good place for
the coaching staff to see the players who we will select for other competitions. Future
competitions planned include a tournament in Coventry being played the 28th July where
they will play Coventry, City of Birmingham and Leicester Riders, with provisionally Northern
Ireland coming over and we will host a tournament in Liverpool.
Since taking over, the team have progressed well and we have started putting in the basic
fundamental skills needed for them to progress to the next level. The players moving up will
give these coaches, new options and a higher level of player and the players who will remain
in the U14's now have the skills to build upon next year.
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The squad list is as follows:
Kenfig Cougars:Lucas Davies - vice captain, Rhys Brewer, Connor Whitney Embleton, Will Owen, Ewan
Hall, Xander Payne, James Parfitt, Jacob Francis,
Kieron Heatlie
UWIC Archers
Louis Cottrell, Myles Mullet, Lucas Scotland
Pontypridd Panthers
Jack Davies
Bristol Flyers
Rio Oakey - Captain
Tonyrefail Tigers
Dewi Hobbs - vice captain, Jacob Gibbons
Aberystwyth
Naz Bonner
Newport Aces
Joey Curran
Mold Magic
Ross Hawke Jones
Chester Phoneix
Jake Harrison
Vale Vipers
Seth Godfrey
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